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Inner peace to achieve world peace
Our country depends on knowledgeable and thoughtful students—the next generation of
leaders—to build peace with freedom and justice among nations and peoples. To be able to build a
world where the people are united, fair, free and feel secured of their self.
The leader should set as a good example to its countrymen to stop over using of his power
as the head. All the leaders must unite so that its people will follow. As what is happening
nowadays in Middle East and other country. The people are struggling because of the thought they
were fighting is right. All of us is longing for a place where there is peace. But, how can we have it,
if most of us don’t have our inner peace. For us to have a world of peace, we should always start it
within ourselves. We need to possess some of the behavior to understand other people these are
respecting other people, which includes respecting their nature and culture too. The popular belief
says if you respect others, others will respect you back. Being patient and understanding every
situation in life are the main aspects we should consider to develop maturity in our behavior. This
maturity will definitely bring self-respect and will make us value other individuals too. Like what is
happening to the other country around the world. The people are fighting to gain respect. If the
people give it, for sure there are no wars between countries.
The people must also learn not to be aggressive like to keep the attitude of becoming calm
and peaceful helps, we people should maintain that composure which turns our decision making
into extremely non-aggressive. It is crystal clear that harsh speech and insulting words always bring
quarrels and conflicts. To reduce such conditions, people should avoid anger and hatred towards
other religions, cultures, civilizations, states and countries.
Everybody should mix up with the world, but at the same time, it is vital not to interfere
into others’ work, cultural habits, religious matters, properties and daily life to avoid conflict and
conversation. But, it does not mean that we should not help others in their difficulties and keep
ourselves tied to our environment.
However, we should always possess the attitude of being equal to other people. This is the
most important thing to understand. Being polite and behaving well with others never hurts
considering everyone is equal. God is one and all religions preach the same. Above all it is
necessary to first have peace inside ourselves and at home. This will naturally allow us to be serene
and peaceful in the outside world too. Peace is something everyone wants, but no one exactly
knows how to achieve it.
Leaders of different nations must possess this behavior to be able to be a good leader. That
is to be a good leader is to be a good follower also. And his countrymen will follow and do the
same way of being fair, in favor of justice, freedom and equality, and to start to respect other, not to
over used power and not to oppress others. And in that way we will be able to achieve the so called
inner peace and will lead us to world peace.

